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Ready-to-Fly 106 mm Camera Drone

DIDE0006
Diagonal: 106 mm (4.17 in)
Weight: 40 g (1.4 oz)
Requires: nothing!

New 1080p camera for better, sharper
pictures and videos.
The digital camera in the KODO HD offers you more
than high-definition resolution; it gives you full
high-definition 1080p resolution to work with, so
you can shoot videos and pictures of unprecedented
sharpness and clarity. You can set camera angle on
the ground, so you can get just the shot you want in
the air.
And that’s just the start of what the KODO HD
can offer. It’s also lighter than the original, for
longer flights, faster response and more aerobatic
performance. And since it’s also fully equipped and
factory-assembled, you can be in the air and enjoying
your first flight as soon as you charge the battery!
• Shoots 1080p jpegs and .avi video @ 30fps.
• Camera angle can be adjusted manually on the
ground, so you can get just the shot you want in
the air!
• Weighs 12 grams (25%) less and flies 20% longer
than the original KODO.
• Superior lightness offers faster, stronger response.
• Features a sleek, tough body shell for better
appearance and protection, plus installed blade
guards to prevent against prop damage.
• Fail-safe prevents motors from starting until the
radio is turned on.

Shoots videos
and still photos
Built to survive first flights
Reliable 2.4GHz control
Flips with push-button ease
All batteries included!
Ready to fly, nothing to buy!
Stable and easy to fly.
The KODO HD includes:
• The assembled KODO HD with LED
•Factory-installed motors, ESCs, camera and 3 + 3
stabilization system
•Full HD digital 1080p video and photo camera
•Card reader and 2GB memory card
•Q106 4-channel 2.4GHz radio system
•LiPo battery and USB charger
•“AAA” batteries, installed blade guards & 4 extra blades
Please note: The radio and battery included with the KODO HD are not compatible with either the original KODO or KODO II.
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